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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Rewterz Threat Intelligence Report 2019 includes findings of our Security Operations Centers (SOC) that monitored
and identified cyberattacks and analyzed global cyber security threats through our threat intelligence-gathering
platform. Our team brings forth this valuable real-time data to equip organizations against cyber-attacks
beforehand. Rewterz Threat Intelligence Platform utilizes numerous attack sensors collecting data of malicious
events from global threat feeds, making it the most comprehensive and advanced threat intelligence gathering
network in the country.
With evolution in cybercrimes, safeguarding your sensitive information needs to be prioritized to save the integrity,
availability and confidentiality of your organization. To cope with growing techniques of cyber-crimes, our SOC team
uses most advanced threat intelligence and manages the real-time data of threat landscape through our Security
Orchestration Automation and Response (SOAR) platform, SIRP. Our orchestration and automation platform helps
reduce the redundant processes of incident handling and lets analysts focus on more complex tasks. SIRP
automates the usage of Threat Intelligence data for our SOC teams, equipping them for smooth incident handling,
vulnerability management, access control regulation and risk management, meanwhile saving considerable amount
of their time.
Rewterz has now mastered the art of threat intelligence and is ready to help you proactively fortify your defenses
and mitigate threats. Through this report, we aim to share and dissipate knowledge about sophisticated threats and
advanced attacker practices in use on the Internet today. This report enables readers to gain clear insight on the
nature of the threats currently faced by organizations operating in the cyber world.
Using the collected statistics, this report draws a clear picture of the threat landscape and informs about global
threat practices used by attackers. This extensive report contains analysis on the major attacks detected during last
12 months includes the top attacking countries, most common malwares deployed, top phishing campaigns and the
top-targeted ports and web applications. It also covers top-targeted vulnerabilities to warn organizations against
exploitation of vulnerabilities. We hope that you find this report useful. Feel free to contact us with any feedback.
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CYBER THREAT INTELLIGENCE & DECISION
MAKING - AN INSIGHT
For every organization operating in the cyber space, it’s crucial to understand both; the gravity of security
vulnerability and the utility of threat intelligence. With the ever-growing techniques of cyber-attacks, every
organization needs optimum measures to protect its information against economical, informational or privacy
breaches. For that purpose, it’s important for organizations to understand the implications of threat intelligence
data.
For instance, what’s the impact of an overloaded statistical data on the CIO of a non-tech company? Chaos and
confusion. Therefore, to ensure maximum understanding, this organized information is structured in a way to ensure
maximum utility for the readers. Threat Intelligence is an inevitable component of decision making processes and in
crafting strategies for information security. It also guides organizations about the nature of staff-training that their
security demands.
Threat Intelligence provides the situational awareness and foresight needed to improve the resilience of your critical
business operations. It provides tangible benefits by protecting sensitive information and intellectual property of
your business. It will enable your Cyber Security Operations to move from being reactive to being proactive by
enhancing your ability to understand, predict and target threat factors before they turn into an attack.
This translation of cyber threats into business concerns and risks will eventually trigger an active defense
mechanism; failing which, it’s impossible to perform highly technical actions to tighten up your security. Moreover,
threat advisories are a useful method to mitigate dangers and explain to our customers the real-time data gathered
by our Security Operation Centers.

PROTECTION

VISA
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
5656 343 787 888
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TOP TARGETED SERVICES

Financial and payment gateways were the most targeted services in 28.9% of the attacks. Email services were
targeted in 24.10% of the attacks while Cloud and file storage services were targeted in 12.6% of the attacks.

Payment Services
Others

28.90%

23.30%
11.10%

12.60%

Sharing Services

24.10%
Cloud + File Storage
Services
Email Services

TOP ATTACK CATEGORIES

HTTP Protocol Anomaly appeared to be the most frequently detected attack category covering 35.3% of the attacks. 19.48% of the attacks
fall under the category of Remote Command Execution while 18.22% attacks comprised of social engineering.
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TOP ATTACKS
Following are the top attacks identified by our Security Operations Centers. 31.67% of the attacks attempted exploiting the
Apache Struts2 Parameters Interceptor Remote Command Execution (CVE-2010-1870) while 16.28% of the attacks were an
exploit attempt of Nagios3 history.cgi Host Command Execution (CVE-2012-6096). Other attacks are also listed below.

OPENSSL TLS CONNECTION
RECORD HANDLING DENIAL OF
SERVICE

NAGIOS3 HISTORY.CGI HOST
COMMAND EXECUTION

Exploit

Exploit

15.52%
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TOP WEB APPLICATION ATTACKS
Our Security Operations Centers found numerous attacks of Illegal Resource Access covering 52.03% of the total attacks. 25.77% of the web
application attacks consisted of Visitors from black listed IP addresses while SQL Injection attacks amounted to 18.7% of the attacks.
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TOP ATTACKING COUNTRIES
This year, the cyberspace of United States proved to be the most malicious, as 29.97% of the total attacks were detected to be originating from the United States. Russia’s cyberspace competed closely with origination of 28.87% attacks from there. UK ranked third with
16.43% of the total attacks being launched from UK. Below is a list of more countries that launched attacks against our environments.

COUNTRIES

ATTACK %

USA

29.97%

Russia

28.87%

UK

16.43%

UAE

6.66%

Singapore

4.80%

India

3.54%

Pakistan

7.33%

Australia

0.60%

China

0.23%

Ireland

1.57%

GREENLAND
(DENMARK)

SVALBARD
(NORWAY)

ALASKA (USA)

ICELAND

RUSSIA

SWEDEN

FAROE
ISLANDS

CANADA

FINLAND

UNITED NORWAY
KINGDOM

ESTONIA
LATVIA
LITHUANIA

IRELAND

BELARUS

POLAND
GERMANY

BELGIUM

SLOVAKIA

FRANCE

MOLDOVA

HUNGARY

SWITZERLAND

ROMANIA

SLOVENIA
CROATIA
BOSNIA
AND
HERZEGOVINA

SERBIA

BULGARIA
MACEDONIA

SPAIN

ARMENIA
AZERBAIJAN

ALBANIA

PORTUGAL

AZORES
(PORTUGAL)

ITALY

SYRIA

CYPRUS

TUNISIA

MADEIRA ISLANDS
(PORTUGAL)

MOROCCO

AFGHANISTAN

IRAN

IRAQ

LEBANON

MEXICO

PAKISTAN

HAITI DOMINICAN
JAMAICA

REPUBLIC

MAURITANIA

PUERTO
RICO (USA)

SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS

BELIZE
GUATEMALA

CAPE
VERDE

MONSERRAT
GUADELOUPE
DOMINICA

HONDURAS

MARTINIQUE

EL SALVADOR

SAINT VICENT

NICARAGUA

LIBYA

GUINEA-BISSAU

VENEZUELA

MALI

GUINEA

SIERRA LEONE

CHAD

BENIN

NIGERIA
CAMEROON

FRENCH
GUIANA

CENTRAL
AFRICAN
REPUBLIC

GABON

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC
OF THE CONGO

ARGENTINA

FALKLAND
ISLANDS (UK)
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LAOS

THAILAND

ADAM
AND NICOBAR
ISLANDS (INDIA)

SRI
LANKA

SOMALIA

VIETNAM

GUAM

PHILIPPINES

SINGAPORE
MALAYSIA

RWANDA
BURUNDI

ANGOLA

ZAMBIA

MALAWI

ZIMBAWE

SEYCHELLES

PAPUA
NEW
GUINEA

SOUTH
AFRICA

MAYOTTE
(FRANCE)

MOZAMBIQUE
MADAGASCAR

MAURITUS
REUNION
(FRANCE)

BOTSWANA
SWAZILAND

URUGUAY

TAIWAN
MYANMAR
(BURMA)

COMOROS

NAMIBIA

CHILE

OMAN

INDIA

YEMEN

TANZANIA

BOLIVIA
PARAGUAY

BANGLADESH
UNITED
ARAB
EMIRATES

CAMBODIA

UGANDA
KENYA

EQUATORIAL
GUINEA

CONGO

BRAZIL

NEPAL

QATAR

ETHIOPIA

SOUT SUDAN

CABINDA
(ANGOLA)

PERU

ERITREA

SUDAN

BIOKO (EQUATORIAL
GUINEA)

SAO
TOME

ECUADOR

SAUDI
ARABIA

DJIBOUTI

TOGO

SURINAME

COLOMBIA

JAPAN

BHUTAN

EGYPT

BURKINA
FASO

CÔTE GHANA
LIBERIA D’IVOIRE

GUYANA

NIGER

SENEGAL
THE GAMBIA

BARBADOS

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

COSTA RICA
PANAMA

KUWAIT

ALGERIA
WESTERN
SHARAH

CUBA

PAKISTANI
KASHMIR

SOUTH
KOREA

ISRAEL
JORDAN

THE BAHAMAS

CHINA

TURKMENISTAN

TURKEY

GREECE

MALTA

CANARY ISLANDS
(PORTUGAL)

NORTH
KOREA

UZBEKISTAN

MONTENEGRO

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

MONGOLIA

KAZAKHSTAN

UKRAINE

CZECH
REPUBLIC

AUSTRIA

LESOTHO

AUSTRALIA
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TOP ATTACKING IP ADDRESSES
A considerably high percentage of cyberattacks (62.95%) originated from the IP address 178.32.251.109. This was followed by
25.3% attacks originating from the IP address 5.135.199.28. Our Security Operations Centers also detected other malicious IP
addresses that are given below.
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62.95%

178.32.251.109
25.30%

5.135.199.28
149.56.190.181

2.33%

172.81.133.171

2.32%

46.21.147.65

1.68%

5.135.193.141

1.60%

94.100.18.113

1.46%

74.220.215.73

1.43%

136.243.13.215

0.01%

138.201.162.99

0.93%

TOP TARGETED PORTS

The most targeted port was 443 (https) bearing 40.44% of the total attacks. Port 443 was followed by Port 80 (http)
and Port 25 (SMTP) bearing 22.76% and 14.02% attacks respectively.
PORTS

%

HTTPS (443)

40.44%

HTTP (80)

22.76%

Microsoft DS (445)

12.86%

40.44%

HTTPS (443)
22.76%

HTTP (80)
12.86%

Microsoft DS (445)

1.49%

8443

8443

1.49%

SMTP (25)

14.02%

DNS (53)

8.21%

DNS (53)

FTP (21)

0.01%

FTP (21)

0.01%

SSH (22)

0.02%

SSH (22)

0.02%

Telnet (23)

0.09%
0.10%

Telnet (23)

0.09%

RDP (3389)

RDP (3389)

0.10%
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SMTP (25)
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TOP APPLICATIONS TARGETED
The top targeted applications included MSTerminalServices bearing 52.77% attacks, Oracle enduring 27.09% attacks and
WindowsFileSharing which formed 15.54% of the total applications that were targeted.
APPLICATION

%

MSTerminalServices

52.77

Oracle

27.09

WindowsFileSharing

15.54

CLI File Transfer

0.83

SSH

0.63

OpenNap

0.44

PeerEnabler

0.38

MSSQL Server

0.33

P2P Application

0.29

PCAnywhere

0.25

VNC

0.24

Gnutella

0.16

BitTorrent

0.12

Kazaa

0.01
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0.16%
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TOP VULNERABILITIES IDENTIFIED
Following are the top vulnerabilities identified by our Security Operations Centers. Most of these vulnerabilities lead to Remote Code Execution, when
exploited. This shows that these critical vulnerabilities have not been patched in many organizations, and patches should be applied on priority basis.

Vulnerability

Type

Severity

Windows

Critical

Web Servers

Critical

MS14-066: Vulnerability in Schannel Could Allow Remote Code Execution (2992611)
(uncredentialed check)

Windows

Critical

HP System Management Homepage < 7.2.5 / 7.4.1 Multiple Vulnerabilities (POODLE)

Web Servers

Critical

CGI abuses

Critical

Windows

Critical

Oracle WebLogic Java Object Deserialization RCE

Web Servers

Critical

Oracle WebLogic Server Java Object Deserialization RCE (April 2016 CPU)

Web Servers

Critical

Oracle WebLogic Server Deserialization RCE (CVE-2018-2628)

Web Servers

Critical

Service detection

High

Microsoft Windows SMBv1 Multiple Vulnerabilities

HP System Management Homepage < 7.5.4 Multiple Vulnerabilities (Logjam)

ManageEngine Desktop Central 8 / 9 < Build 91100 Multiple RCE

MS17-010: Security Update for Microsoft Windows SMB Server (4013389) (ETERNALBLUE)
(ETERNALCHAMPION) (ETERNALROMANCE) (ETERNALSYNERGY) (WannaCry) (EternalRocks)
(Petya) (uncredentialed check)

SSL Version 2 and 3 Protocol Detection

TOP CNC OBSERVED
Our Security Operations Centers observed that the highest number of malicious communications were made with the alegroup.info/ntnrrhst
Command-and-Control Server which is a compromised website, covering 48.08% of the malicious communications. gvaq70s7he.ru was detected as the
second most malicious CnC campaign which is a known infection source (25.64%). Below is a list of other top CnC campaigns that were found operating
multiple malwares simultaneously, while two of these C2 servers were entirely dedicated for the WannaCry Ransomware.
CNC SERVER
www.iuqerfsodp9ifjaposdfjhgosurijfaewrwergwea.com
gvaq70s7he.ru

PERCENTAGE
2.6%
25.6%

www.iuqerfsodp9ifjaposdfjhgosurijfaewrwergwff.com

1.9%

89.163.144.80

0.2%

5.149.249.226

0.2%

51.75.52.77

0.2%

amazon-sicherheit.kunden-ueberpruefung.xyz

10.7%

alegroup.info/ntnrrhst

48.1%

fourthgate.org/Yryzvt

5.1%

dieutribenhkhop.com/parking/

5.3%
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TOP MALWARES
Highest instances of malware deployment included the Windows Installer Package MSI Execution dropping different malware with a
frequency of 26.67%. Whereas, WannaCry Ransomware family was the most deployed malware in 25.64% of the malware attacks.
WannaCry is a highly persistent malware family known for its file encryption capabilities, mining cryptocurrency from its targeted victims.

12.31%

12.31%

Auto KMS Hacktool

PWDump Hacktool

25.64%

26.67%

Wannacry
Ransomware
(Family)

MsiExec
abuse

12.82%

6.67%

Living off the
land binaries

0.51%

Suspicious Vbscript
(Methodology)
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Backdoor.Poison

1.03%

NRSMiner
Cryptominer

1.03%

Utilman Abuse
(Methodology)

1.03%

Mimikatz
(Credential Stealer)
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TOP MALICIOUS EMAIL CATEGORIES

Below is a breakdown of all the malicious emails detected by our Security Operations Centers. Most of these were spam emails (39.63%).
29% malicious emails aimed at stealing credentials of the targets whereas 14.86% of the malicious emails were non-tech email scams.

MALICIOUS EMAIL CATEGORY

PERCENTAGE

Credential Theft

29.00%

Non-tech Email Scams

14.86%

Malware

10.80%

Ransomware

4.90%

Spam Emails

39.63%

Tech Support Scam

0.45%
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TOP PHISHING CAMPAIGNS
Given below are the top phishing campaigns that were detected in the various environments that we analyzed. Emails coming
from below email addresses with the given email subjects were used most frequently to target highest number of victims.
TOP SOURCE EMAIL ADDRESS

TOP EMAIL SUBJECTS

mdejesus@cartonesdelcaribe.com

Your 'Senior Accountant (North)' Invoice for billing period 02/2019

citywidetaxis@btconnect.com

Your Email Will be Closed Today customer.complaints@yourdomain.com

scott.hill@certex.co.uk

Office Support

postmaster@mandy-koschmann.de

22 New office365 Undelivered and Removed Message

minshfdsl@gipsyhillbrewing.com

You have received a secure Doc-0075 (Expires August 14, 2018 @04:05 PM)

postmaster@mandy-koschmann.de

22 New office365 Undelivered and Removed Message

01000165d03fe010-350ff052-d60a-4d7e-80cd-daf16126faac-000000@mail.aarksol.com

You have a new bill from JPMorgan Credit Card

aramos@jonesplastic.com

Please verify account to continue.

rajasekhar_matam_cbas2019@isb.edu

[JVF] Pro-forma Invoice-52978804/99305366

chelsey@assetpropertygroup.com

[FSQ] INVOICE- Ref: 8468659 C

flavioc@hstafe.com.ec

[KLR] INVOICE- Ref: 5054008L

khs@singer.com.pk

[PNT] Pro-forma Invoice-1794422/86363443

siwaroj@classpublishing.com

[PVB] INVOICE- Ref: 01951556 S
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TOP PHISHING ATTACKS IN PAKISTANI BANKS
A wave of phishing attacks emerged in the first quarter of 2019, in which attackers impersonated five Pakistani banks and targeted
other bank employees and their customers. The attackers created fake websites that were clones of the internet banking websites of
these impersonated banks. A URL leading to these pages was sent to targets via emails using similar subjects of Account suspension
or account lockage.

SPOOFED BANK

PHISHING URL

SENDER EMAIL ADDRESS

PHISHING EMAIL SUBJECT

Standard Chartered

http[:]//blayzercommerce[.]com/
wp-content/themes/twentysixte
en/schartered/schartered[.]html

iBanking.Pakistan@sc.com

Standard Chartered Bank –
Account Locked

Bank Al-Habib

https[:]//mitz[.]pk/wp-content/t
hemes/twentynineteen/fonts/ba
alhabib/banking[.]php"

info@bankalhabib.pk

BAHL Account On Hold –
Urgent Action Required

Faysal Bank

https[:]//cbd9[.]net/images/quer
y/faysalmobit/faysalmobit[.]php

noreplymobit@faysalbank[.]
com[.]pk

Faysal Bank Account
Locked.

http[:]//metropolisanluis.com/w
p-content/languages/themes/w
ww.mobit.com.pk.htm

409

http[:]//metropolisanluis.com/w
p-content/languages/themes/w
ww.mobit.com.pk.htm
https[:]//dcllegal.com/wecentre/
weathers/hydro/faysalmobit/fay
salmobit.php
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Habib Bank Limited

https[:]//chaneyarchitects[.]com/
wp-content/upgrade/hbl/hbl[.]ht
ml

Braas[@]hs-flensburg[.]de

HBL Access Locked

Dubai Islamic Bank

https[:]//webh24.it/uconfig/pre
mier/legal/dpk/indx.html

Random email addresses

DIBPAK Account Locked
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MAJOR CYBER SECURITY BREACHES 2018-2019
LOCAL PAKISTANI BANK LOSES $6 MILLION IN A CYBER SECURITY BREACH
A sophisticated cyber-attack was launched against an Islamic bank in Pakistan on October 27, 2018, resulting in the theft of
around $6 million. Fraudulent payments were made through ATM and POS from different countries from as many as 5000
bank accounts of the bank. The suspicious activity was highlighted when the bank detected abnormal transactions on one of
its international payment card schemes. The payment cards and PINs were found on Dark web for sale for about $75 each.
Consequently, all transactions routing through international payment scheme had to be shut down by the bank for the time
being. The malware installed on the compromised switch application servers fraudulently intercepts transaction request
associated with the attackers’ payment card. It then responds with fake but legitimate-looking affirmative response without
checking their available balance with the core banking systems.

COSMOS BANK LOSES ABOUT $13.5 MILLION IN A CYBERATTACK
A cyberattack on a Pune-based bank called the Cosmos Cooperative Bank had its system infiltrated between August 11 and
August 13, 2018. About 94.42 crores ($13.5 million) were transferred from the bank, $2.1 million of which were transferred to a
Hong Kong based firm ALM Trading Ltd. The attackers exploited SWIFT for a total of 14,850 transactions and left no digital
evidence behind. Analysts believe that big groups like Lazarus or Cobalt do not appear to be associated with the incident.
The money was reportedly transferred to 28 countries. Some security experts believe that the ATM switch installed by
Cosmos Bank had vulnerabilities that facilitated the cloning. The switch was reported to be outdated and lacked adequate
encryption standards.

CITRIX DATA BREACH COMPROMISING 6-10 TERABYTES OF SENSITIVE
INFORMATION
Starting from December 2018, the Iranian-backed Iridium hacker group hit Citrix with a cyberattack, with the main breach
occurring on March 6, 2019. Attackers stole 6 to 10 terabytes of sensitive information like blueprints, emails etc. The breach is
sensitive because the Florida-based software company Citrix provides cloud services to the U.S. military through its Shared
Services Center. The attackers used the technique of password spraying which exploits weak passwords in the target
environment. After acquiring a foothold with limited access, the hacker group proceeded to breach further security
measures. The hacker group is known to have attained further unauthorized access to VPN channels and SSO (Single
Sign-On) through successful multi-factor authentications for critical applications and services.

MARRIOTT STARWOOD HOTELS DATA BREACH AFFECTED MILLIONS OF GUESTS
According to Marriott, about 383 million of its unique guests had their information compromised in a data breach. The
incident was first noticed on September 8, 2018 due to an alert sent by a security tool. Marriott also confirmed that more
than five million unencrypted passport numbers were stolen, along with more than 20 million encrypted passport numbers.
8.6 million unique payment card numbers were also taken, out of which only 354,000 cards were active at the time of data
breach. For some of the victims, the breach could expand to phone numbers, email addresses and credit card information as
well.

BRITISH AIRWAYS – 380K TRANSACTIONS STOLEN FROM WEBSITE
UK’s largest airline had its website ba.com targeted by hackers through credit card skimming malware. The airline
representatives claim that the personal and financial details of customers booking flights on their website between August
21 and September 5, 2018, were targeted. A spokesperson informed that the information of around 380,000 transactions
was compromised.
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GOOGLEPLUS BUG EXPOSED INFORMATION OF 52.5 MILLION USERS
User data of 500,000 Google+ users was exposed online for as long as three years. The November 7 software update yielded
another bug in a Google+ API and exposed user data from 52.5 million more accounts. The nonpublic Google+ profile
information of users was exposed including names, ages, email addresses and occupations of users. Financial data,
passwords and social security numbers, however, were reported to be safe. Additionally, private data shared between users
was also compromised.

FACEBOOK-INSTAGRAM – DATA OF 49 MILLION INFLUENCERS EXPOSED
In May 2019, millions of passwords belonging to Facebook’s picture-sharing App ‘Instagram’ were found stored online in
plaintext on a database hosted by Amazon Web Services. However, Facebook does not believe that the exposed data was
ever misused. Anurag Sen, a researcher, first reported the exposed private details of up to 49 million users. The database
was publicly accessible and included users’ email addresses, phone numbers, biodata, follower count, profile picture and
geographical location.

QUORA’S 100 MILLION USERS TARGETED IN A CYBERATTACK
Quora’s 100 million users had their names, email addresses, hashed passwords, public and non-public information breached
at the end of 2018. Quora explained that some malicious third party had gained access to its systems and had siphoned
public and private information of its 100 million users. The breach may also have included contacts and demographic
information as well as comments, upvotes and downvotes, questions, and direct messages.

NEWEGG CREDIT CARD BREACH AFFECTS 50 MILLION TRANSACTIONS
One of the largest retailers in the US called Newegg had about 50 million of its online customers fall victim to a credit card
skimming attack between August 14, 2018 and September 18, 2018. Analysts believe that the Magecart group injected a
15-line credit card skimming code into the Newegg website. With each online transaction, the payment information was sent
to Magecart’s C&C (command and control server). The server used an SSL certificate and a similar domain name to avoid
suspicion of victims. The code was customized to target both desktop and mobile customers.
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POS ATTACKS ON THE RISE
Point-of-sale attacks have been on the rise for the first half of 2019, targeting the food, business and entertainment
industries. Below is a brief summary of some of these POS infections.

1. POS MALWARE ATTACK AT MINNESOTA-BASED POS FIRM
On January 3rd, 2019, certain North Country’s business partner restaurants had a malware deployed to their POS systems. For 22
days until January 24, the threat actors stole debit card and credit card information including cardholder’s names, credit card
number, expiration date as well as their CVV. These hackers also exploited a POS firm to further yield financial information of
customers from 130 locations.

2. POS TERMINALS TARGETED IN THE EARL ENTERPRISES RESTAURANT CHAIN
From May 23, 2018 to March 18, 2019, the Point-of-sale terminals of a restaurant chain owned by Earl Enterprises were targeted
with a malware, breaching over two million credit card numbers of their diners. Also confirmed by the Earl Enterprises, the customer
credit card information (numbers, expiration dates, cardholder’s names, etc.) of these film-themed Italian restaurants including
Buca di Beppo, Earl of Sandwich, and Planet Hollywood and Chicken Guy! were found on the Joker’s Stash shop for sale.

3. FIN6 GROUP EXPLOITING POINT OF SALE
On February 6th, 2019, attempts of Cobalt Strike backdoor execution were detected in extremely high figures, specifically targeting
Point of Sale VMWare Horizon thin clients. The FrameworkPOS scraping malware was also detected on some of the thin clients,
after initializing PowerShell/WMI stages that downloaded and reflectively loaded Cobalt-Strike beacon with PowerShell extension
directly into the memory. These indicators along with lateral movement and privilege escalation point specifically towards the FIN6
group. The campaign was found targeting finance, health care and insurance sectors, located primarily in the United States, Japan
and India. Cobalt Strike can harvest user credentials, execute code and evade EDR scanning techniques.
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TRENDS
COMMERCIALIZED CRIME-WARE TOOLS
There is a considerable increase in underground business of selling innovative crime-ware tools, dealing in billions for
providing malicious tools that damage and destroy enterprises. Latest exploit kits, ransomware variants and malware are
being sold and bought readily for targeting financial organizations across the globe. Danabot for instance holds a prominent
position in the list of such Crime-ware.

INCREASE IN ACTIVITIES OF APT GROUPS
Sophisticated toolkits used in many cyber espionages have been traced back to one or another APT group. Leveraging
innovative targeting tactics, APT groups are launching targeted attacks on financial and governmental organizations
worldwide. Most active APT groups in first half of 2019 include APT34 (OilRig), TA505, Waterbug, North Korean Lazarus (APT38
or Hidden Cobra), APT33 and APT39 from Iran, APT10 from China, DarkHydrus, MoneyTaker, OceanLotus and MuddyWater. These
APT groups exploit old and new vulnerabilities through complex exploits implemented in their toolkits. These APT groups then
perform automated exploit attacks globally using these advanced toolkits.

RANSOMWARE ATTACKS
Ransomware attacks continue to evolve due to the quickest monetary gains they yield. Ransomware generates a yearly
revenue of about $25 million for hackers. In 2019, ransomware deployment via phishing emails has increased over 97% since
2017, states phishme. The trend of ransomware is expected to go up exponentially in 2019, as overall ransomware attacks are
on the rise by 300% every year. Additionally, as prices of in-demand ransomware like Ryuk, Bitpaymer and Dharma go up, the
average ransom demand for files decryption by attackers has gone up by 100% in 2019.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
TRAIN EMPLOYEES AGAINST PHISHING ATTACKS
Employees are the weakest link in a cybersecurity chain. 95% of all attacks on enterprise networks are initiated by targeting
its employees through malicious attachments sent via emails, reports the SANS institute. Another Intel survey reveals that
97% of people around the world are unable to identify a sophisticated phishing email. Therefore, conduct training sessions
for all employees, including executives as well as developers and designers to enlighten them about ‘how phishing works
and what are its consequences’. If employees do not understand why certain measures are necessary for company’s
security, they may dismiss the security measures as unimportant. On the contrary, trained employees ultimately result in
compliance regulation.

SEGMENT YOUR NETWORK ENVIRONMENT
Create segments in your network environment. This will prevent lateral movement of malware from an infected part to other
parts of the network, thereby limiting a cyberattack. For instance, if back-end servers are compromised by attackers,
segmentation will prevent the spread of infection to other parts of the network. Otherwise, attackers may proceed with the
damage and attain a foothold on other systems as well. This will implement access control throughout the network and will
also limit network access of employees to network areas relevant for their jobs only.

ENSURE ENCRYPTION
All applications must be encrypted using safest coding techniques. Whereas, well-reputed vendors and service providers
should be chosen for all required third party applications and software. It is better to make sure that your service providers
use a secure encryption method.

LIMIT ADMINISTRATIVE ACCOUNTS AND IMPLEMENT MULTI-FACTOR
AUTHENTICATION
Organizations should keep accounts with administrative privileges to a minimum, where necessary for business purposes, as
these accounts may be exploited for privilege escalation. Moreover, it is better to implement multi-factor authentication on
critical systems and administrative accounts, so that sensitive information is not compromised, if an attacker gets access to
a username and password combination.

IMPLEMENT APPLICATION GATEWAY FIREWALLS
Use web and application gateway firewalls to secure critical applications, both internal and external. Application gateway
firewall will filter incoming node traffic according to set specifications and will thwart malicious traffic while only permitting
authenticated application data.

SCAN YOUR ENVIRONMENT FOR VULNERABILITIES AND PRIORITIZE PATCHING
It is crucial to keep a track of all publicly disclosed vulnerabilities. Scan your environment for these vulnerabilities and treat
patching of all vulnerable systems as high priority. While attackers leverage vulnerabilities to find entry points in target
environments, timely patching of these flaws reduces exposure of network environment to cyber threats, considerably.
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ALLOCATE LEAST REQUIRED PRIVILEGES TO USER ACCOUNTS
Minimize privilege level of each user as required by their roles and responsibilities and job. Access to critical tools and
applications should also be limited to relevant users only. Additionally, implement segregation of processes between
multiple employees to minimize internal fraud. This also ensures that an attacker does not acquire privileges to compromise
a network by acquiring access to a single account.

MONITOR NETWORK ACTIVITIES TO DETECT DATA LEAKAGE AND
POLICY VIOLATION
Enforce a strong data leak protection policy and implement legal consequences of intentional or unintentional policy
violation. The policy should be implemented through thorough network monitoring, in which all attempts of data exfiltration,
information disclosure and privilege abuse should be monitored and taken action against.

AUTOMATION OF CYBER SECURITY
Usage of Security Orchestration platforms has increased in the area of cybersecurity, especially by Security Operations Centers
(SOC). Due to shortage of resources, SOC and incident response teams are increasingly reaching out for automation platforms
to speed up incident response. This enables them to match pace with exponentially evolving cyber-attacks. SOAR platforms are
being used to get rid of human errors as well as time saving of SOC analysts by automating redundant processes. The demand
and scope of automation is likely to boost in 2019. It is recommended to utilize these Security Orchestration, Automation and
Response (SOAR) platforms for a faster cybersecurity and incident response.
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